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"WHEN THESE 
THINGS BEGIN 

TO TAKE PLACE … 
straighten up and lift up your heads, 

because your 
REDEMPTION IS DRAWING NEAR." 

- Y'SHUA.  (Luke 21:28) 
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Today it looks like everything is falling apart.  

But as Jan Markell says,   
“Everything is falling into place.”  

 

And as Amir Tsarfati says:   
“These things are not sent to SCARE us, but to PREPARE US.”  
 
And the Sacred Scriptures say:  
“Blessed is the one who reads, and those who hear   

the words of this prophecy, and take to heart,   

and guard, and keep what is written in it,   

for the time is near!” (Revelation 1:3)  

“Young ones, it is the last hour; and as you   

have heard that the Antichrist is coming,   

even now many antichrists have come,   

by which we know that it is the last hour.”    
(John 2:18)  
  
 

THE  PALESTINIAN  WAR  AGAINST 
THE TRUMP PEACE PLAN 

  

 MAY 29, 2019 .   The Palestinian Authority and its  

political allies in Gaza have launched a diplomatic  

and media campaign to rally worldwide support  

for their rejection of US President Donald Trump’s  

upcoming plan for peace in the Middle East, also  

known as the “Deal of the Century.”  

  

Recently, the Palestinians intensified their attacks on  

the upcoming peace plan, particularly after the US  

administration announced that it will unveil the  

economic portions of the “Deal of the Century” at  

an economic workshop in Bahrain in late June.  

  

Last week, Hamas called on Bahrain not to allow  

the “Zionist enemy to defile its lands” by attending  

the economic conference.  

 

The Palestinians have voiced strong opposition to  

the workshop and said they will boycott it, despite its  

goal of improving the living conditions of the  

residents of the West Bank and Gaza Strip.  

 

In a rare show of unity, President Mahmoud Abbas’  

ruling Fatah faction and its rivals in Hamas and  

Islamic Jihad are saying that the Palestinians will not  

only boycott the Bahrain conference, but that all the  

countries invited should also reject the invitation to  

attend the workshop.  
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The Palestinians are particularly focusing their effort  

on trying to persuade the Arab states to boycott the  

Bahrain workshop. They are terrified that the Arab  

countries will surrender to US pressure and attend  

the conference, and, as they see it, abandoning their  

Palestinian brothers and leaving them isolated in  

the international arena.  

 

In addition to Bahrain, Saudi Arabia and the United  

Arab Emirates have announced that they will send  

delegates to the US-led economic workshop. Jordan,  

Egypt, and Qatar are also expected to participate in  

the conference, not-withstanding fierce Palestinian  

opposition.  

 

Echoing fears of being abandoned by their Arab  

brethren, Palestinian officials are now publicly  

appealing to the Arab states to boycott the Bahrain  

economic workshop. They have even gone as far as  

warning that participation in the workshop would  

be considered an act of treason against Palestinians  

and Arabs. Several Palestinian factions, including  

Fatah, have made it clear that any Arab who attends  

the economic conference will be denounced as a  

traitor.  

 

The Palestinians, in other words, are directly   

threatening the Arab heads of state, that they would  

be labelled traitors for “colluding” with US President  

Donald Trump's administration and Israel to  

liquidate the Palestinian cause and national rights.  

This unprecedented threat is an indication of the  

Palestinians' growing predicament and sense of  

isolation as the Arab states appear to be turning their  

back on them.                          - By Khaled Abu Toameh  

 

Moreover, the threat is a sign of mounting tensions  

between the Palestinian leadership and Arab heads  

of state who are apparently fed up with Palestinian  

intransigence and their refusal to adjust to the new  

reality in the Middle East, particularly Iran’s  

continued meddling in the internal affairs of Arab  

countries.               https://www.gatestoneinstitute.org/  
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What is perhaps most worrying for the Arab leaders  

are the threats coming from Iran's puppets -- Hamas,  

Islamic Jihad and Hezbollah. It now remains to be  

seen whether the Arab heads of state will be deterred  

by these threats or ignore them at the risk of  

becoming the Palestinians’ terror targets.  

 

Clearly, the very Palestinians who are boycotting the  

conference -- whose aim is to help them move be- 

yond their leadership-imposed economic devastation  

-- will wind up the big losers in this spiteful scenario  

of hate. This time, it also seems that the Palestinians  

will not only deprive themselves of billions of  

dollars, but will also damage -- perhaps irrevocably --  

their relations with influential Arab countries. By all  

accounts, the Palestinians appear to be heading  

toward another “nakba” (catastrophe).  
 

U.S. PEACE PLAN WILL FAIL WITHOUT 
PALESTINIAN STATEHOOD 

Any American peace plan that ignores the Palestini- 

an people’s political aspirations for an independent  

state is doomed to fail, a senior Palestinian official  

said – predicting the defeat for the Mideast peace  

conference in Bahrain, planned for  June. 25/26.  

 
TRUMP CHOOSES ARAB LEAGUE OVER 
PLO , TO END CONFLICT WITH ISRAEL 

President Trump has finally given up on the  

Palestine Liberation Organization (PLO) negotiating  

with Israel to end the Jewish--Arab conflict, by  

decisively moving to involve the Arab League to fill  

that negotiating void.  

 

Finally, America has a President that is not pursuing  

the “Mission Impossible” task of “dividing God's  

land” so that the Arab Palestinians receive their own  

state. It’s clear they will reject any agreement which  

will allow any Jew to remain in the Holy Land.  

 

Their attitude is completely inflexible.  

Any agreement must either abolish the Arab  

Palestinian presence or skirt around it. President  

Trump has decided to skirt around the Palestinian  

position, choosing instead to work with other Arab  

countries in the region.  
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The Kingdom of Bahrain, in partnership with the  

United States, will host the ‘Peace to Prosperity’  

economic workshop in Manama on June 25/26,  

2019. This workshop is a pivotal opportunity to  

convene government, and civil society.  
 

The Arab Palestinian leadership is reportedly very  

angry over the focus of this economic workshop  

because it implies that Palestinian resistance is  

centred around economic issues. Their opposition is  

not based on economics, but solely on genocidal  

hatred for the Jews.   

 

The workshop is the culmination of a process begun  

on March 13, 2018 when President Trump hosted a  

conference at the White House with representatives  

from 20 countries to discuss the deteriorating  

humanitarian and economic conditions in Gaza.   

Israel and seven Arab states were present;  Bahrain,  

Egypt, Jordan, Saudi Arabia, Oman, Qatar and the  

United Arab Emirates - but not the PLO, which  

refused to attend.  

 

Once the ‘Deal of the Century’ results in an  

agreement forced down the throats of a recalcitrant  

Palestinian Authority, Iran will unleash her proxy  

Palestinian forces against tiny Israel.  
The future of the region seems set to discard the  

belligerent and rejectionist policies of the PLO ...  

Trump’s “ultimate deal” could now increasingly see  

Israel negotiating with an Arab delegation to replace  

the PLO comprising representatives of those seven  

White House Arab States who have never had  

diplomatic relations with Israel, but who had the  

courage to publicly meet and talk with Israel at  

Trump’s conference.”  Building on this reality has  

become the key to ending the Jewish-Arab conflict.   

Thus, President Trump has been forced by the  

implacable opposition from the Palestinian  

Authority (PLO) to skirt around her by engaging  

other Arab nations. Thus, the Palestinians (the  

House of Esau) has been belittled in political  

standing within the Middle East.  
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IT’S JUST AS  GOD FORETOLD 

IN OBADIAH, 2,600 YEARS AGO! 

 

“The vision of Obadiah. This is what the  

Sovereign YHWH says about Edom — ‘We have  

heard a message from the LORD: An envoy  

battle’.”  “Watch, I will make you small  

among the nations; you will be utterly  

despised.”   (verses 1-2).    

 

Please read the whole chapter.  
 
 

THE FATHER OF THE PALESTINIANS 
ISHMAEL -  A WILD MAN 

Genesis 16:11-12: 

 
“The angel of YHWH said to her (Hagar)  
further, ‘Look, you are with child, and you will  

bear a son; and you shall call his name  

Ishmael, because YHWH has given heed to  

your affliction. He will be a wild type of a man,  

his hand will be against everyone, and every- 

one’s hand will be against him. And he will  

live in hostility towards all his brothers’.”  

 
HAMAS HAS A LIST OF ‘TRAITORS’ 

The Palestinian Hamas movement that rules the  

Gaza Strip, has never tolerated any form of criticism.  

It does not accept any criticism from Palestinians  

living under its rule in the Gaza Strip.   
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It does not accept any criticism from its rivals in the  

Palestinian Authority (PA) and its ruling Fatah  

faction.  It certainly does not accept any criticism  

from Israel or the United States.  

 

Now Hamas is saying that it will not tolerate any  

criticism from Arabs. Hamas claims that Palestinian  

Authority and Fatah leaders who dare to speak out  

against it are “traitors” and “collaborators” working  

with the “Zionist enemy.”  

 

Arab media personalities who recently criticized  

Hamas and its allies in the Gaza Strip, have now  

been placed on its list of “traitors” and  

“collaborators.”  

 
U.S. WARNS ASSAD AGAINST USING   
CHEMICAL WEAPONS  
The U.S. State Department warned the Bashar  

al-Assad government in Syria that its military  

operations were being closely watched, specifically  

concerning allegations that it uses chemical weapons  

against rebels.  

 
DONALD TRUMP: WE CAN’T LET   
IRAN HAVE NUCLEAR WEAPONS  
US President Donald Trump said in an interview,  

that while he does not want to go to war with Iran,  

he will not let them acquire nuclear weapons.  

US officials say, the Pentagon plans to send up to  

1,500 MORE TROOPS TO THE MIDDLE EAST,  

in a move to beef up defences against potential  

Iranian threats.  

 

In the past two weeks, Mr Trump has authorized a  

large-size armada of firepower to be dispatched to  

the region. It is very unlikely the president would  

be ramping up this much just to rattle a few sabres.  
 
US CONTINUES IRAQ MILITARY BUILD-UP,  
TRANSFERS MARINES FROM JORDAN  

MAY 23, 2019.   Iraqi and Syrian sources report that  

the United States has transferred Marine units  

from Jordan to further bolster its two big Iraqi air  

bases at Ayn al-Asad in the western Iraqi province  

of Anbar and Al-Habaniyeh near Baghdad.   

Those sources estimate that 10,000 US troops are  

now deployed at the two bases.  
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TRUMP WARNS IRAN OF RUIN,   
IF IT STARTS A FIGHT  
MAY 20.  President Donald Trump threatened Iran  

with destruction if it seeks a fight. He issued the  

warning after a rocket landed less than a mile from  

the U.S. Embassy in Baghdad’s Green Zone, further  

stoking tensions in the region.  

 

Trump declared: “If Iran wants to fight, that will  

be the official end of Iran.  Never threaten the  

United States again!”  Iranian officials said their  

country isn’t looking for war.  

 

The Saudi minister of state for foreign affairs Adel  

al-Jubeir, spoke a week after four oil tankers— two  

of them Saudi — were targeted in an alleged act of  

sabotage off the coast of the United Arab Emirates  

and a few days after Iran-allied Yemeni rebels  

claimed a drone attack on a Saudi oil pipeline.  

 

He told reporters;  “The kingdom of Saudi Arabia  

does not want war in the region and does not strive  

for that. But at the same time, if the other side  

chooses war, the kingdom will fight this with all  

force and determination, and it will defend itself,  

its citizens and its interests.”   
 

There was an explosion outside the U.S. Embassy  

compound in Baghdad (Iraq), and although there  

were no U.S. or coalition casualties, tensions  

escalated between the U.S. and Iran. And there have  

been concerns that Baghdad could once again get  

caught in the middle, just as it is on the path to  

recovery. The country hosts more than 5,000 U.S.  

troops, and is home also to powerful Iranian-backed  

militias who want the U.S. forces to leave.  

 
UNITED STATES DEPLOYS USS ABRAHAM 

LINCOLN TO MIDDLE EAST 
  
WAR DRUMS IN THE MIDDLE EAST  

“There will be war until the end; and desolations  

have been decreed.” (Daniel 9:26)  

The United States has deployed an aircraft carrier  

strike group and a bomber to counter any attack on  

U.S. forces in the region, a U.S. official said.  
A statement from National Security Adviser John  

Bolton said the military deployments were intended  
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"to send a clear and unmistakable message to the  

Iranian regime that any attack on United States  

interests or on those of our allies will be met with  

unrelenting force."  

 

“The United States is not seeking war with the  

Iranian regime, but we are fully prepared to  

respond to any attack, whether by proxy, the  

Islamic Revolutionary Guard Corps, or regular  

Iranian forces,” the statement declared.  

 

A U.S. official said the U.S. military deployments  

were in response to “clear indications” that Iranian  

and Iranian proxy forces were preparing for a  

possible attack on U.S. forces in the region, either on  

land or at sea.  

  

IRAN’S OIL WAR 
 

FOUR SHIPS “SABOTAGED” IN UAE WATERS  

MAY 13, 2019.   Four ships have been sabotaged off  

the Fujairah emirate. It has now been revealed that  

TWO of the four vessels were oil tankers.    

 

One was on its way to be loaded with Saudi crude  

from the port of Ras Tanura for delivery to Saudi  

Aramco’s customers in the United States, said  

Saudi energy minister Khalid al-Falih.   

 

Calling the attack “a threat to the security of global  

oil supplies,” in a statement, adding there were no  

casualties or an oil spill, only substantial damage to  

the ships’ structure. Falih did not mention the  

vessels’ ownership, but they are known to be Saudi.  

The UAE Foreign Ministry in Abu Dhabi reported  

that four cargo ships were hit by “sabotage opera- 

tions” near UAE waters off the Fujairah emirate.   

The UAE Foreign Ministry in Abu Dhabi reported  

that no injuries or spillage of harmful chemicals or  

fuel had occurred, indicating that the ships were  

fuel tankers. Work continued as usual at Fujairah  

port, the statement said.   

 

Reliable military and intelligence sources report  

that the UAE ministry’s statement conceals more  

than it reveals.   
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The UAE is currently expanding the port to hold  

the world’s largest crude oil storage facility,  

capable of storing up to 14 million barrels of oil.  

Reliable military and intelligence sources reported  

that despite the careful omissions in the official  

statements the UAE ministry’s statements, it is  

obvious that Gulf oil and gas shipping came under  

attack from a party in the region.   

 

The obvious candidate is Iran, whose Revolution- 

ary Guards and their fleet are fully capable of  

carrying out Tehran’s first major reprisal for US  

sanctions on its oil exports.   

 

From the Saudi statement that the oil on one of the  

stricken ships attacked in UAE waters, was destined  

for “customers in the United States,” it may be  

inferred that Tehran found a way to vent itself on  

two if not three of its enemies with a single blow.    

Iranian officials have declared that if Tehran can’t  

export its oil, neither will anyone else. Washington  

has so far made no response to this attack.  
APRIL 29, 2019. Iran’s top leaders have threatened to  

close the Strait of Hormuz to oil traffic. Iranian  

General Bagheri said:  “If our oil does not go  

through the strait, other countries’ oil will  

certainly not cross the strait too.”  
Unfazed by this collective threat, the Trump  

administration has not backed off from its decision  

to cancel the oil embargo exemptions granted to  

eight of Iran’s biggest oil importers, including China,  

India and South Korea.    

 

In fact, a new set of penalties are in store. Reliable  

sources report that the cancellation of the waivers  

will slash Iran’s oil sales down from 1.1m barrels per  

day to half a million. But that’s just for starters.   

The next round of penalties aims to lower the figure  

to zero.  

 

No one in Washington or the Middle East expects  

the Iranians to take the loss of their primary source of  

income lying down.   The US is making plans  
accordingly.   

 

The U.S. Navy said it had conducted exercises in  

the Arabian Sea with the aircraft carrier strike  

group ordered to the region to counter the threats  

from Iran.   
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The exercises and training, they said, were conduct- 

ed with the USS Abraham Lincoln aircraft carrier  

strike group in co-ordination with the U.S. Marine  

Corps, highlighting U.S. “lethality and agility to  

respond to threats,” as well as to deter conflict and  

preserve U.S. strategic interests.  

The USS Abraham Lincoln has yet to reach the  

Strait of Hormuz, the narrow mouth of the Persian  

Gulf through which a third of all oil traded at sea  

passes.   

 

The head of Iran’s Revolutionary Guard, General  

Hossein Salami, was quoted as saying, Iran is not  

looking for war; but he said, the U.S. is going to fail  

in the near future, “because they are frustrated and  

hopeless,” and are looking for a way out of the cur- 

rent escalation.  

 

THE POWERS AND THE PROXIES 
IN THE MIDST OF IRANIAN TENSIONS 

(A proxy is a group who does the work for another)  

MAY 24, 2019.  As war drums continue in the Middle  

East, President Trump has effectively built a  

“Hedge of Protection” around Israel.  
As long-simmering tensions heat up between the  

United States and Iran in the Middle East, let’s look  

at the various countries or players involved, and  
what could happen:  

  

THE UNITED STATES:   

  

The U.S. has tens of thousands of troops scattered  

across military bases in the Middle East.  It recently  

sent the USS Abraham Lincoln aircraft carrier and  

strike group to the region, as well as B-52 bombers.  

That complements the warships of the 5th Fleet in  

Bahrain, the soldiers of U.S. Army Central  

Command in Kuwait, the drones and fighter jets  

stationed in the United Arab Emirates and the  

forward headquarters of the U.S. military's Central  

Command in Qatar.  
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They have ground-based radars, endo-atmospheric  

interceptors, exo-atmospheric interceptors, airborne  

sensors, space-based sensors, chemically propelled  

interceptors, electro-magnetic railguns, particle beam  

weapons, high energy lasers, all tied together by  

massive command and control systems ... Massive  

systems ! !   
 

Electro-magnetic marvels; nuclear-pumped lasers of  

staggering power. Perhaps even x-ray and gamma  

ray lasers. Directed energy RF weapons. Stupendous  

railguns. Sensors everywhere. Giant webs of  

communications. Banks of computers and control  

systems.  

 

America now also possesses the Scalar Wave  

Electro-magnetic System. Thus far, President Trump  

assembled a mighty armada against Iran. He has  

effectively checkmated Russia and Turkey from  

intervening from the North, and Iran, from the East.  

       
 

 ISRAEL:   

 

If fighting breaks out, Israel could be targeted by Iran's regional proxies,  

such as Hezbollah in Lebanon or Palestinian Islamic  

Jihad in Gaza.   

 

Israel has the Middle East's most powerful and  

advanced military, with F-15 and F-16 warplanes, as  

well as the next-generation F-35 fighter jet. It also  

has warships, submarines and long-range missiles.  

Israel has a missile-defence system capable of  

intercepting anything from long-range missiles to  

short-range rockets fired from Gaza or Lebanon.  

Israel is widely believed to have a nuclear arsenal  

and also wields Scalar Wave System technology.   

     
 

RUSSIA   
is now also only a few miles from the Golan Heights border between 

Syria and Israel. Her naval forces and air forces are now  

based in Syria. She is in perfect shape to launch her  
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invasion of Israel as foretold in Ezekiel 38-39.  

Truly the Russian Bear is Poised to Attack Israel,  

but she will not fight here against Israel and the  

United States.  Her prophetic judgement does lie  

beyond this Palestinian war.  

 
 

IRAN:   
Iran has both a standing military, and its paramilitary      

Revolutionary Guard Corps.  

 

Estimates put its troop strength at over 500,000, with hundreds of  

thousands more in reserve.  Its air force has suffered from Western 

sanctions, now it has a fleet of mostly pre-1979 American fighter jets.  

However, the IRGC maintains an arsenal of ballistic  

missiles capable of reaching across the wider Middle  

East, as well as an increasingly modern drone fleet.   

Iran is now also only a few miles from the Golan  

Heights border between Syria and Israel.  

Iran is Ancient Persia, and Persia is listed as one of  

the participants in the Russian-led invasion of Israel  

as foretold in Ezekiel 38-39. Therefore, she cannot  

be destroyed by a confrontation with either Israel or  

the United States at this particular time.  

Now, let us examine the powerful proxy forces  

which Iran controls, and behind which Iranian           

leaders will hide.  

 
 
HEZBOLLAH: - the most powerful  

and effective among Iranian-backed  

militias in the region, has kept quiet in  

recent days as tensions have spiked. Its  

leader, Hassan Nasrallah, however, has  

said in the past that Iran would not stand alone in  

any future confrontation with the U.S.  

Hezbollah is said to possess 200,000 rockets aimed  

squarely at Israel. Since Hezbollah is located in  

Lebanon, her missiles do not have to travel far to  

wreak devastation upon Israel.  
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HAMAS:   
is desperate for some-one else to pay for Gaza's civilian needs so that it  

can invest its own money in weapons, rocket  

factories, attack tunnels and a terrorist army.   

  
SAUDI ARABIA, UNITED ARAB EMIRATES, IRAQ,  

and JORDAN are all held in check by the United  

States. Therefore, the United States has thrown a  

hedge of protection around Israel to protect her  

during the coming annihilation of the Arab  

Palestinians.  

 

ISRAEL would have a much harder time defending  

herself against the Palestinians, Russia, China,  

Iran and Turkey, were it not for AMERICAN PROTECTION!   

 
US BLAMES IRAN 

FOR GULF TANKER BOMBINGS 
&  IRAQ ROCKET ATTACK 

A senior Pentagon official publicly blamed Iran and  

its proxies for recent tanker bombings near the  

United Arab Emirates and a rocket attack in Iraq.  

The US has about 70,000 troops across the Middle  

East, including at a major Navy base in Bahrain and  

an Air Force base and operations centre in Qatar.  

There are about 5,200 troops in Iraq and 2,000  

in Syria.  

 
KHAMENEI:  IRAN’S YOUTH   
“WILL WITNESS  THE DEMISE OF   
ISRAEL AND AMERICAN CIVILIZATION”   

Amid mounting tensions with the US, Iran’s  

supreme leader told a group of hard-line students  

they would witness the ‘demise’ of Israel and  

American civilization.  

 
IRAN WILL LEAN ON PROXIES AND MILITIAS                                                                       
IF THEY GET DRAGGED INTO CONFLICT   
The possibility of a military confrontation between  

the United States and Iran is rising as U.S. officials  

claim an increased threat risk to troops in Iraq and  

Syria, and shipping lanes in the Persian Gulf.  
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RUSSIA REJECTED IRAN’S  S-400 MISSILE   
REQUEST AMID GULF TENSION   
Russia has rejected an Iranian request to buy S-400  

missile defence systems, concerned that the sale  

would stoke more tension in the Middle East,  

according to two people with knowledge of the  

matter, including a senior Russian official.  

 
U.S. CALLS RUSSIAN & SYRIAN AIR STRIKES                                                    
A ‘RECKLESS ESCALATION’ IN SYRIA  
The United States continues to be alarmed by Syrian  

government and Russian airstrikes in northwest  

Syria and believes they are a ‘reckless escalation’ of  

violence, the State Department said.  

 
EU & BRITAIN CONDEMN U.S. OIL   
AND NUCLEAR SANCTIONS ON IRAN   
The United States’ allies in Europe have criticized its  

recent decisions to restrict oil trade with Iran and to  

limit the extension of waivers for nuclear non- 

proliferation projects.  

 
IRAN TO KEEP ENRICHING URANIUM   
DESPITE U.S. MOVES   
Iran will continue with low-level uranium enrich- 

ment in line with its nuclear deal with world powers,  

Iranian parliament speaker Ali Larijani was quoted  

as saying, despite a U.S. move to stop it.  

 
US-IRAN CONFLICT COULD   
BREAK OUT “BY ACCIDENT”   
Britain warned that conflict might break out ‘by  

accident’ between the United States and Iran, amid  

rising tensions, as European Union powers gathered  

to thrash out ways to keep the nuclear deal with  

the Islamic Republic afloat.  
 
ISRAEL:  HUGE BUSH FIRES.    
EVACUATION OF 3500  
The Public Security Minister directs rescue services to pre- 

pare for national emergency amid searing heatwave; officials  

ready to vacate thousands more, as fires ravage the country- 

side.  
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Fueled by the scorching weather, more than a  

thousand fires devastated towns and forests, forcing  

thousands of people out of their homes.  Authorities  

investigating the fires were looking at electrical  

faults, Lag B’Omer holiday bonfires, arson and  

incendiary balloons from the Gaza Strip as possible  

causes.   

 

At least nine fires were caused in southern Israel by  

incendiary devices launched by terrorists in the  

Hamas-ruled Gaza Strip.  

 

More than a thousand firefighters were dispatched  

throughout the country to battle the increasing  

blazes that started over a period of 41 hours — a  

new fire every two and a half minutes, officials  

said. Some 50 houses burned down in central Israel.  

 
ISRAEL’S POPULATION TOPS 9 MILLION,  
INCLUDING 45% OF WORLD JEWRY  
Independence Day eve statistics show 2% increase  
since last year; population expected to reach 15.2  
million by 2048.  
  

GERMANY:  ALL JEWISH INSTITUTIONS   
NEED PROTECTION  
The German Chancellor Angela Merkel says that  

every Jewish institution in Germany now needs  

protection by the German Army being posted outside  

their establishments.    

 

She said that Jews in Germany should not wear  

Kipots (Skull Caps) in public.  Jewish stores and  

homes are now being attacked and Nazi graffiti  

sprayed on the front windows.  It looks like the 30’s  

and 40’s all over again, just before the Holocaust.  

 
PERSECUTION  
PERSECUTION OF CHRISTIANS,   
“RARELY REPORTED BY THE MEDIA”  
In 2018 alone, 1,063 attacks on Christian churches or  

symbols (crucifixes, icons, statues) were registered in  

France.  

 

"I went to the police with eight pages full of threats....  

The police advised me to delete my picture from my  

website.... It's strange isn't it: I'm not doing anything  

wrong, why would I need to hide? I live in a free  

country." — cruxnow.com. March 14; The Netherlands.  
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An Iranian female asylum seeker was sarcastically  

informed in her rejection letter that "You affirmed in  

your...[Interview Record] that Jesus is your saviour,  

but then claimed that He would not be able to save  

you from the Iranian regime. It is therefore considered  

that you have no conviction in your faith and  

your belief in Jesus is half-hearted."  — Daily Mail, U K   

 
MUSLIM CHILDREN IN PHILADELPHIA SING  
ABOUT CHOPPING THE HEADS OFF JEWS  
The Muslim American Society has 42 branches in the  

United States. After a recent performance in which  

young children wearing Palestinian scarves sang  

about conquering Jerusalem and cutting off Jews  

heads -- it may be time for an investigation !  
 
 
IRAN'S “TERROR FACTORY”   
TARGETING CHRISTIANS  

MAY 5, 2019. “In Iran, any practice that contradicts  

Islam is regarded as a national security threat,  

punished severely by the court system.”  

 

“Revolutionary courts were created to guard against  

all threats to Islam. These courts have evolved into a  

well-oiled machine of oppression that operates with  

impunity under state protection.   

 

The courts are closely intertwined with the Intelli- 

gence Ministry. Judges have at their disposal Revolu- 

tionary Guards (secret police) and a network of  

prisons used to torture and interrogate Christians.”  
— International Christian Concern, 2019.  

 

“If you recant and repent, you'll go to jail. And if you  

don't, you’ll be killed.”  — Dr. Mike Ansari from  

Heart4Iran, an Iranian Christian minister, reported by  

International Christian Concern.  

 

“Christians may be looking at large fines, detention,  

lengthy prison sentences, or even execution under  

Islamic Sharia law.  The sentences of Christian  

converts are left up to the interpretation of the judge  

and may be founded on anything -- the judge’s mood  

that day, what he had for breakfast, his interpretation  

of Sharia law, or his level of hatred toward  

Christianity.”    — International Christian Concern.  

Pastor Victor Bet-Tamraz, his wife Shamiram and  

their son Ramiel were arrested in Iran, held and  
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interrogated at Evin Prison (known for its abuse and  

torture of dissidents), and sentenced to prison terms  

for "crimes" related to Christianity.   

 

The daughter of a former pastor in Iran -- Dabrina  

Bet-Tamraz -- recently described the persecution and  

suffering to which her family is being subjected after  

being sentenced to lengthy prison terms for "crimes"  

related to Christianity.  

 

Speaking from the safety of refuge in Switzerland,  

where she managed to flee with the help of friends,  

Dabrina Bet-Tamraz, the daughter of Victor and  

Shamiram Bet-Tamraz, told Gatestone Institute:  

“I was arrested many times in Iran. I was threatened,  

forced to co-operate with the government against  

pastors, Christian leaders and church members. I was  

kept in custody with no legal permit, with no female  

officer present, and in male surroundings.  

 

“I now feel safe in Switzerland, but when Iranian  

MOIS [intelligence agency] officers published an  

article on social media with my pictures and home  

address -- encouraging Iranian men living in  

Switzerland to ‘pay me a visit’”  --  I had to move.  
 

INDIA: MOB ATTACKS CHRISTIANS    
Christians at Praise the Lord Church in Kanjapalli, a  

village in India’s persecution-ridden Tamil Nadu  

state, were ruthlessly attacked by a mob of Hindu  

radicals on May 3rd, following an identical instance  

of mob violence in February in which the church was  

told to close its doors.  

 
CANADA: CHRISTIANS MUZZLED                                                                        
WHILE ISLAMISTS GET FEDERAL FUNDING  
Legislation has been proposed in the Canadian  

province of Ontario that would criminalize public  

displays by Christians deemed hateful to Muslims.  

Meanwhile the federal government is preparing to  

fund Islamist groups, including those tied to terrorists.  
  

 
US - CHINA  TRADE  WAR  
TRUMP RATCHETS UP TARIFF THREAT   
AFTER TALKS SHOW NO PROGRESS  

U.S. President Donald Trump ordered his trade chief  

to begin the process of imposing tariffs on all  

remaining imports from China, underscoring a lack of  
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progress by U.S. and Chinese negotiators in talks  

aimed at ending an escalating trade war.  
 
CHINA FIRES BACK AT THE US WITH HIGHER   
TARIFFS   ON  THOUSANDS  OF  U.S. PRODUCTS   

China says it would retaliate against the US by raising  

the tariff rates on thousands of American products,  

days after the US expanded duties on Chinese goods  

as trade negotiations stalled.  
 

U.S. FARMERS TO GET $15 BILLION IN AID  
AMID CHINA TRADE WAR  

President Donald Trump says that his administration  

was planning to provide about $15 billion in aid to  

help U.S. farmers whose products may be targeted  

with tariffs by China in a deepening trade war.   

 
CHINESE & RUSSIAN HYPERSONIC   
WEAPONS A GROWING CONCERN  
The U.S. cannot turn a blind eye to Russia and  

China’s rapid advances in the field of hypersonic  

weapons, and must expedite efforts to build up its  

own weapons in the field, the Air Force’s top official  

said in mid May.  

 
US WARNS CHINA  &  RUSSIA AGAINST   
AGGRESSION IN ARCTIC REGION   
The Trump administration warned China and Rus- 

sia that the U.S. won’t stand for aggressive moves  

in the Arctic region, which is rapidly opening up  

to development and commerce as temperatures  

warm and sea ice melts.  

 
CHINESE SEX TRADE IN PAKISTAN:   
ABUSE OF CHRISTIAN GIRLS  
MAY 13.  Once purchased, women and girls are  

typically locked in a room and raped repeatedly,  

with the goal of getting them pregnant quickly so  

they can provide a baby for the family’s need (for  

workers in the fields)?  After giving birth, some are  

allowed to escape -- but  are forced to leave their  

children behind.  

 

That women and girls are being abused throughout  

Asia is sickening enough, and warrants immediate  

attention by the international community. But that  

Christian girls in particular are being targeted in  

Pakistan, makes the current prostitution ring a double  

human-rights abuse that needs urgent attention.  
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The New York-based international non-governmental  

organization, Human Rights Watch, warned on April  

26 that “Pakistan's government should be alarmed by  

recent reports of trafficking of women and girls to  

China. These allegations are disturbingly similar to  

the pattern of trafficking of ‘brides’ to China from at  

least five other Asian countries.”  

 

One week later, Pakistani authorities arrested 12  

suspects -- eight Chinese nationals and four Pakistanis  

-- in a case involving the sex trafficking of young  

Pakistani women to China. Many had been sent as so 

-called "brides." Most of them, some as young as 13,  

belong to Pakistan's Christian minority.     
         By Kaswar Klasra    

 

THE ABORTION WAR 
VERMONT (N.E. USA) PASSES   
ABORTION PROTECTION BILL  
The Vermont legislature passed a bill protecting  

abortion at all stages of pregnancy for any reason and  

pushed forward a measure to make abortion a  

constitutional right. The Bill will provide ‘Unlimited  

and Unregulated Elective Abortion,’ and declares that  

murdering your unborn child is a ‘Fundamental  

Right.’  In other states . . .  
 

MORE ‘HEART-BEAT’ ABORTION BILLS   
ADVANCING IN MIDWEST AND SOUTH   
If a new Mississippi law survives a court challenge, it  

will be nearly impossible for most pregnant women  

to get an abortion there.  This law forbids abortion  

after the heartbeat is detected in the baby in the  

womb.  

God said long ago: “I call heaven and earth to record  

this day against you, that I have set before you life  

and death, blessing and cursing: therefore choose life,  

that both you and your descendants may  

live.”  (Deuteronomy 30:19)  

 
21 CHRISTIAN LEADERS, SPEAK OUT:  
 “EQUALITY ACT WOULD GUT RELIGIOUS  
FREEDOM PROTECTIONS”  
Twenty-one prominent conservative Christian leaders  

including Franklin Graham and James Dobson are  

calling on congressional leaders to oppose the  

pro-LGBT Equality Act because of the “threats to  

religious liberty” the legislation poses.  
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MUSLIM MIGRANTS STORM FRENCH AIRPORT  
A video showed Muslim migrants from Africa  

storming the French airport and occupying an entire  

terminal, shouting, “France does not belong to the  

French. Everyone has a right to be here!” - while  

demanding to meet with the country’s prime minister.  

While the bleeding hearts of the moronic Liberal tells  

us that these ‘poor, disadvantaged immigrants’ only  

want to ‘live in peace’ and have a ‘'better life,’  

these migrant criminals are on a search-and-destroy  

mission to do as much damage as they possibly can.  

The very idea of these illegal migrants who have no  

right to even be in France, in taking over an entire  

terminal, is the very essence of what they are seeking  

to do, and that is, to tear down the sovereignty of free  

nations.  

 

Only in the 21st century could we be so ‘advanced’  

as to allow illegals to storm our borders, control the  

conversation and issue their ridiculous demands.  
Reported by Geoffrey Grider, Florida  

 
IRAN PLANNING TO   
KIDNAP AND KILL MORE AMERICANS  
MAY 23. A leading Republican lawmaker, Rep.  

Michael McCaul (R-Texas), has pointed out that  

recent intelligence obtained about Iran’s threat was  

extremely detailed.  

 

The U.S. is taking pre-emptive measures like any  

rational state would take, in the face of those clear  

threats. They were being taken to save the lives of  

American citizens and prevent the world's official  

leading state sponsor of terrorism from destabilizing  

the region.  

 

What do critics of the Trump administration expect  

the American government to do...? Do these critics  

want the Trump administration to ignore Iran and its  

terror groups until another terrorist act like 9/11  

occurs? Or is it possible that these critics, deep-down,  

do not care about U.S. national security and the  

lives of ordinary citizens?  
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DISASTERS 
U.S.  IS  “LIKE A WAR ZONE,” AFTER   
500 TORNADOES IN 30 DAYS  

MAY 29. The US has been battered by twisters,  

breaking a 40-year record, with 500 tornadoes in the  

last 30 days, according to US forecasters.  
Severe weather has been sweeping across the US  

Midwest, injuring hundreds and destroying buildings,  

prompting claims that areas of the country have been  

left “like a war zone.”  

 

SOME GOOD NEWS 
  

WYCLIFFE ASSOCIATES PLAN TO   
LAUNCH  100 NEW BIBLE TRANSLATIONS   
FOR MILLIONS IN THE DAYAK PEOPLE OF  
BORNEO  
Wycliffe Associates, an international organization  

involving people in the advancement of Bible trans- 

lation, intends to launch 100 new Bible translations  

this year among the most populous people on the is- 

land of Borneo.   

More than three million Dayak people on Borneo,  

representing 287 languages, are without the  

Scriptures.  

 
“The gospel must first be published   
among all the nations.”   
(Mark 13:10 KJV)  

       
Asia Bibi, a Christian woman who spent eight years  

on death row in Pakistan for “blasphemy” before she  

was freed last year, has flown to Canada where she  

has reunited with her family, her lawyer has said.  

Asia Bibi had been in protective custody since her  

release last October.   

 “It is a big day,” Saiful Malook told the Guardian.  

“Asia Bibi has left Pakistan and reached Canada. She  

has reunited with her family.  Justice has been  

dispensed.”  

 
MAJORITY OF AMERICANS APPROVE OF  
TRUMP'S HANDLING OF ECONOMY  
A majority of Americans approve of how President  

Trump has handled the economy, and are confident  

about their personal finances. They believe Trump's  

policies have had an impact on the country's econom- 

ic performance, according to a poll by CBS News.  
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MASSIVE 'SUPER STATION' RADIO SIGNAL   
CARRYING 'MESSAGE OF JESUS CHRIST,'   
TO BLANKET NORTH KOREA  

Communist North Korea is about to get hit with a  

massive new radio signal carrying the message of  

Christ’s love like never before.                    AMEN !!  

 

  

ASIA BIBI ARRIVES IN CANADA AFTER 
RELEASE IN PAKISTAN 

 
Asia Bibi, a Christian woman who spent eight years 
on death row in Pakistan for “blasphemy” before she 
was freed last year, has flown to Canada where she 
has reunited with her family, her lawyer has said. 
Asia Bibi had been in protective custody since her 
release last October. 
 
“It is a big day,” Saiful Malook told the Guardian. 
“Asia Bibi has left Pakistan and reached Canada.  
 
She has reunited with her family. Justice has been 
dispensed.” 
 

MAJORITY OF AMERICANS APPROVE OF 

TRUMP'S HANDLING OF ECONOMY 

A majority of Americans approve of how President 
Trump has handled the economy, and are confident 
about their personal finances. They believe Trump's 
policies have had an impact on the country's economic 
performance, according to a poll by CBS News. 
 

MASSIVE 'SUPER STATION' RADIO SIGNAL 
CARRYING 'MESSAGE OF JESUS CHRIST,' 
TO BLANKET NORTH KOREA 
Communist North Korea is about to get hit with a 
massive new radio signal carrying the message of  
Christ’s love like never before. AMEN !! 
 
 


